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A Wales Governance Centre Panel Discussion
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Recent debates about the state of the UK focus mostly on the prospects of Scottish independence or on Northern Ireland’s special status at the crossroads of Britain, Ireland and the EU. But what about Wales? Wales did not predominantly vote to leave the EU in the 2016 referendum and is geographically closely aligned to England. However, the relationship between the Welsh and the UK Governments has become increasingly strained. This panel discusses Wales’ political future in a fractured Union by looking at voting behaviour, power relations, and proposals for constitutional change.

Richard Wyn Jones, Director of the Wales Governance Centre, is Professor of Welsh Politics and Dean of Public Affairs at the School of Law and Politics.
Jo Hunt is Professor of Law at the School of Law and Politics, and Director of Research for the Department of Law.
Dan Wincott holds the Blackwell Law and Society Chair at the School of Law and Politics.

THIS LECTURE WILL TAKE PLACE ONLINE.